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“A fast-moving story about small town life with characters that seem to have walked off the pages of Edgar Lee Masters’s Spoon
River Anthology.”—The Wall Street Journal The few hundred souls who inhabit Words, Wisconsin, are an extraordinary cast of
characters. The middle-aged couple who zealously guards their farm from a scheming milk cooperative. The lifelong invalid,
crippled by conflicting emotions about her sister. A cantankerous retiree, haunted by childhood memories after discovering a
cougar in his haymow. The former drifter who forever alters the ties that bind a community. In his first novel in 30 years, David
Rhodes offers a vivid and unforgettable look at life in small-town America. “[Rhodes’s] finest work yet . . . Driftless is the best work
of fiction to come out of the Midwest in many years.”—Chicago Tribune “Set in a rural Wisconsin town, the book presents a series
of portraits that resemble Edgar Lee Masters’s ‘Spoon River Anthology’ in their vividness and in the cumulative picture they
create of village life.”—The New Yorker “Encompassing and incisive, comedic and profound, Driftless is a radiant novel of
community and courage.”—Booklist (starred review) “A welcome antidote to overheated urban fiction . . . A quiet novel of depth
and simplicity.”—Kirkus Reviews “It takes a while for all these stories to kick in, but once they do, Rhodes shows he still knows how
to keep readers riveted. Add a blizzard, a marauding cougar and some rabble-rousing militiamen, and the result is a novel that is
as affecting as it is pleasantly overstuffed.”—Publishers Weekly
Create handsome replica of magnificent house that was setting for Hawthorne’s great literary romance. Few simple tools and
clear, easy-to-follow instructions enable hobbyists and youngsters to build authentic model of famous American landmark.
Introduction includes historical background.
Handsome, reserved, almost frighteningly aloof until he was approached, then playful, cordial, Nathaniel Hawthorne was as
mercurial and double-edged as his writing. “Deep as Dante,” Herman Melville said. Hawthorne himself declared that he was not
“one of those supremely hospitable people who serve up their own hearts, delicately fried, with brain sauce, as a tidbit” for the
public. Yet those who knew him best often took the opposite position. “He always puts himself in his books,” said his sister-in-law
Mary Mann, “he cannot help it.” His life, like his work, was extraordinary, a play of light and shadow. In this major new biography
of Hawthorne, the first in more than a decade, Brenda Wineapple, acclaimed biographer of Janet Flanner and Gertrude and Leo
Stein (“Luminous”–Richard Howard), brings him brilliantly alive: an exquisite writer who shoveled dung in an attempt to found a
new utopia at Brook Farm and then excoriated the community (or his attraction to it) in caustic satire; the confidant of Franklin
Pierce, fourteenth president of the United States and arguably one of its worst; friend to Emerson and Thoreau and Melville who,
unlike them, made fun of Abraham Lincoln and who, also unlike them, wrote compellingly of women, deeply identifying with
them–he was the first major American writer to create erotic female characters. Those vibrant, independent women continue to
haunt the imagination, although Hawthorne often punishes, humiliates, or kills them, as if exorcising that which enthralls. Here is
the man rooted in Salem, Massachusetts, of an old pre-Revolutionary family, reared partly in the wilds of western Maine, then
schooled along with Longfellow at Bowdoin College. Here are his idyllic marriage to the youngest and prettiest of the Peabody
sisters and his longtime friendships, including with Margaret Fuller, the notorious feminist writer and intellectual. Here too is
Hawthorne at the end of his days, revered as a genius, but considered as well to be an embarrassing puzzle by the Boston
intelligentsia, isolated by fiercely held political loyalties that placed him against the Civil War and the currents of his time. Brenda
Wineapple navigates the high tides and chill undercurrents of Hawthorne’s fascinating life and work with clarity, nuance, and
insight. The novels and tales, the incidental writings, travel notes and children’s books, letters and diaries reverberate in this
biography, which both charts and protects the dark unknowable core that is quintessentially Hawthorne. In him, the quest of his
generation for an authentically American voice bears disquieting fruit.
Provides a collection of critical essays on Hawthorne's The house of the seven gables.
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads to bad
quality books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there
may be certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy.
The brooding mansion of the distinctive Pyncheon family is haunted by a centuries-old curse that casts a shadow of ancestral sin
upon the last four family members. Hawthorne's Gothic Romance intertwines the popular, the symbolic, and the historical for a
powerful exploration of personal and national guilt.
This carefully crafted ebook: "The Great Gatsby - The Original 1925 Edition" is formatted for your eReader with a functional and
detailed table of contents. The Great Gatsby is a novel written by American author F. Scott Fitzgerald and first published in 1925. It
follows a cast of characters living in the fictional town of West Egg on prosperous Long Island in the summer of 1922. The story
primarily concerns the young and mysterious millionaire Jay Gatsby and his quixotic passion for the beautiful Daisy Buchanan.
Considered to be Fitzgerald's magnum opus, The Great Gatsby explores themes of decadence, idealism, resistance to change,
social upheaval, and excess, creating a portrait of the Jazz Age or the Roaring Twenties that has been described as a cautionary
tale regarding the American Dream. Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald (1896 – 1940) was an American author of novels and short
stories, whose works are the paradigmatic writings of the Jazz Age, a term he coined. He is widely regarded as one of the greatest
American writers of the 20th century.
The House of the Seven Gables is an American icon. It is one of the nation's oldest homes and one of its first historic
house museums. Built in 1668, it is a unique and well-restored first period house displaying many preserved 17th- and
18th-century architectural features. Three generations of the seafaring Turner family lived in the home before the
American Revolution. In the 19th century, the author Nathaniel Hawthorne was hosted in the house by his cousin, and
the setting encouraged his literary genius. After this famous association, the house attracted tourists even before it
opened to the public when the artistic Upton family called the mansion home. In 1910, Caroline Emmerton, an
enterprising philanthropist, opened the home to raise money to help local immigrants. She restored the structure and
brought other historic houses from Salem to the property.
The house next door to the Kennedys appears to be haunted by an all-pervasive evil, and the couple watches as a
succession of owners becomes engulfed by the sinister force, until the Kennedys set out to destroy the house
themselves.
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A novel of a down-and-out New England family that “seizes the reader on its opening page with . . . a knock-about
country humor unmistakably its own” (Newsweek). There are families like the Beans all over America. They live on the
wrong side of town in mobile homes strung with Christmas lights all year round. The women are often pregnant, the men
drunk and just out of jail, and the children too numerous to count. In this novel that “pulses with kinetic energy,” we meet
the God-fearing Earlene Pomerleau, and experience her obsession with the whole swarming Bean tribe (Newsweek).
There is cousin Rubie, a boozer and a brawler; tall Aunt Roberta, the earth mother surrounded by countless clinging
babies; and Beal, sensitive, often gentle, but doomed by the violence within him. In The Beans of Egypt, Maine, Carolyn
Chute—whose jobs included waitress, chicken factory worker, and hospital floor scrubber before gaining renown as a
prize-winning novelist—creates “a fictional world so vivid and compelling that one feels at a loss when it ends. The Beans
belong with the Snopes clan of Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha County, with Erskine Caldwell’s white Southerners, and with
the rural blacks of Alice Walker’s The Color Purple” (San Jose Mercury News).
The House of the Seven Gables is a Gothic novel written beginning in 1850 by American author Nathaniel Hawthorne
and published. The novel follows a New England family and their ancestral home. In the book, Hawthorne explores
themes of guilt, retribution, and atonement, and colors the tale with suggestions of the supernatural and witchcraft. The
setting for the book was inspired by the Turner-Ingersoll Mansion, a gabled house in Salem, Massachusetts, belonging to
Hawthorne's cousin Susanna Ingersoll, as well as ancestors of Hawthorne who had played a part in the Salem Witch
Trials of 1692. The book was well received upon publication and later had a strong influence on the work of H.P
Lovecraft.
A gloomy New England mansion provides the setting for this classic exploration of ancestral guilt and its expiation
through the love and goodwill of succeeding generations. Nathaniel Hawthorne drew inspiration for this story of an
immorally obtained property from the role his forebears played in the 17th-century Salem witch trials. Built over an
unquiet grave, the House of the Seven Gables carries a dying man's curse that blights the lives of its residents for over
two centuries. Now Judge Jaffrey Pyncheon, an iron-hearted hypocrite and intellectual heir to the mansion's
unscrupulous founder, is attempting to railroad a pair of his elderly relatives out of the house. Only two young people
stand in his way — a visiting country cousin and an enigmatic boarder skilled in mesmerism. Hawthorne envisioned this
family drama of evil, revenge, and resolution as a microcosm of Salem's own history as in idealistic society corrupted by
greed and pride. His enduring view of the darkness at the heart of the national soul has made The House of the Seven
Gables a landmark of American literature.
This all-new edition of Hawthorne s celebrated 1851 novel is based on The Ohio State University Press s Centenary
Edition of the Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne."
The daughter of an Indianapolis mortician, Janet Flanner really began to live at the age of thirty, when she fled to Paris
with her female lover. That was in 1921, a few yearsøbefore she signed on as Paris correspondent for the New Yorker,
taking the pseudonym Gen?t. For half a century she described life on the Continent with matchless elegance.
This carefully crafted ebook: "The House of the Seven Gables (Gothic Classic) - Illustrated Unabridged Edition" is
formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. Excerpt: "The aspect of the venerable
mansion has always affected me like a human countenance, bearing the traces not merely of outward storm and
sunshine, but expressive also, of the long lapse of mortal life, and accompanying vicissitudes that have passed within."
(The House of the Seven Gables) The House of the Seven Gables is a Gothic novel which follows the story of a New
England family and their ancestral home. In this book, Hawthorne explores themes of guilt, retribution, and atonement
and colors the tale with suggestions of the supernatural and witchcraft. The setting for the book was inspired by a gabled
house in Salem belonging to Hawthorne's cousin Susanna Ingersoll and by ancestors of Hawthorne who had played a
part in the Salem Witch Trials of 1692. American novelist and short story writer Nathaniel Hawthorne's (1804-1864)
writing centers on New England, many works featuring moral allegories with a Puritan inspiration. His fiction works are
considered to be part of the Dark romanticism. His themes often centre on the inherent evil and sin of humanity, and his
works often have moral messages and deep psychological complexity.
An abridged version of the misfortunes that plague a prominent New England family because of greed and a two-hundred-
year-old curse.
A Pulitzer Prize-winning author's revelatory celebration of the novel - at once an anatomy of the art of fiction, a guide for
readers and writers and a memoir of literary life. Over her 20 year career, Jane Smiley has written many kinds of novels -
mystery, comedy, historical fiction, epic. But when her impulse to write faltered after 9/11, she decided to approach
novels from a different angle: she read 100 of them, from the 1000-year-old Tale of Genji to the recent bestseller White
Teeth by Zadie Smith, from classics to little-known gems. With these books and her experience of reading them as her
reference, Smiley discusses the pleasure of reading; why a novel succeeds - or doesn't; and how the form has changed
over time. She delves into the character of the novelist and reveals how (and which) novels have affected her own life.
The curse of Matthew Maule descends on seven generations of the inhabitants of an old New England house
As one of America's most famous writers and novelists, Nathaniel Hawthorne needs no formal introduction. He worked at
a Custom House and joined Brook Farm, a transcendentalist community, before marrying Peabody in 1842. The couple
moved to The Old Manse in Concord, Massachusetts, later moving to Salem, the Berkshires, then to The Wayside in
Concord. The Scarlet Letter was published in 1850, followed by a succession of other novels. A political appointment
took Hawthorne and family to Europe before their return to The Wayside in 1860. Hawthorne died on May 19, 1864,
leaving behind his wife and their three children. Much of Hawthorne's writing centers on New England, many works
featuring moral allegories with a Puritan inspiration. His fiction works are considered part of the Romantic movement and,
more specifically, dark romanticism. His themes often center on the inherent evil and sin of humanity, and his works often
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have moral messages and deep psychological complexity. Even today, several of them are considered examples of the
finest American literature.
This book contains a collection of stories written by Nathaniel Hawthorne, including "House of the Seven Gables", "The
Snow Image", and many more. The main story of this collection, "The House of the Seven Gables", is a gothic novel
about the ancestral home of a New England family that explores themes of guilt, retribution, and atonement. This
collection would make for a great addition to any bookshelf, and it is not to be missed by fans and collectors of
Hawthorne's work. The chapters of this volume include: "The Old Pyncheon Family", "The Little Shop-Window", "The
First Customer", "A Day Behind the Counter", "May and November", "Maule's Well", "The Guest", "The Pyncheon of To-
Day", etcetera. Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804 - 1864) was an American novelist and short story writer. Many vintage texts
such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive, and it is with this in mind that we are republishing this book now, in
an affordable, high-quality, modern edition. It comes complete with a specially commissioned biography of the author.
Something evil hides within the House of Seven Gables... Phoebe Pyncheon hasn't had an easy life. Alone and out of
work, she does her best to make ends meet while she finishes her debut novel. But when even the monthly rent becomes
too much for the struggling young writer to afford, she is forced to move in to her Great Aunt Hester's boarding house.
Known as the House of Seven Gables, this Victorian mansion is a maze of decrepit halls, musty old furniture, and faded
glamour. At first, Phoebe feels at home in the strange, quirky old house. But soon she senses a presence lurking in the
shadows, just out of sight. She hears it breathing in the darkness, feels its cold touch on her skin at night. Then the police
knock on her door with news of a dead body found nearby. And Phoebe discovers the terrifying truth... The House of
Seven Gables is a temple to an ancient evil, a terrifying power unleashed by Hester and her coven of friends. This dark
entity haunts the stones of the old mansion, plotting its revenge upon the living. But a secret power hides within Phoebe
as well. And releasing it may be her only chance to survive the terror that awaits her...
When Hawthorne died in 1864, he left in manuscript three unfinished romances which, when afterward published by his heirs,
were given the arbitrary titles of Doctor Grimshawe's Secret, Septimius Felton, and The Dolliver Romance. Doctor Grimshawe's
Secret represents Hawthorne's attempt to write an "English romance" out of his own experiences in England during his residence
there from 1853 to 1858.
The House of the Seven Gables is a Gothic novel written beginning in mid-1850 by American author Nathaniel Hawthorne and
published in April 1851 by Ticknor and Fields of Boston. The novel follows a New England family and their ancestral home. In the
book, Hawthorne explores themes of guilt, retribution, and atonement and colors the tale with suggestions of the supernatural and
witchcraft. The setting for the book was inspired by a gabled house in Salem belonging to Hawthorne's cousin Susanna Ingersoll
and by ancestors of Hawthorne who had played a part in the Salem Witch Trials of 1692. The book was well received upon
publication and later had a strong influence on the work of H. P. Lovecraft. The House of the Seven Gables has been adapted
several times to film and television. Plot[edit] The novel is set in the mid-19th century, but flashbacks to the history of the house,
which was built in the late 17th century, are set in other periods. The house of the title is a gloomy New England mansion, haunted
since its construction by fraudulent dealings, accusations of witchcraft, and sudden death. The current resident, the dignified but
desperately poor Hepzibah Pyncheon, opens a shop in a side room to support her brother Clifford, who has completed a thirty-
year sentence for murder. She refuses all assistance from her wealthy but unpleasant cousin, Judge Jaffrey Pyncheon. A distant
relative, the lively and pretty young Phoebe, arrives and quickly becomes invaluable, charming customers and rousing Clifford
from depression. A delicate romance grows between Phoebe and the mysterious attic lodger Holgrave, who is writing a history of
the Pyncheon family. The house was built on ground wrongfully seized from its rightful owner, Matthew Maule, by Colonel
Pyncheon, the founder of the Massachusetts branch of the family. Maule was accused of practicing witchcraft and was executed.
According to legend, at his death Maule laid a curse upon the Pyncheon family. During the housewarming festivities, Colonel
Pyncheon was found dead in his armchair; whether he actually died from the curse or from a congenital disease is unclear. His
portrait remains in the house as a symbol of its dark past and the weight of the curse upon the spirit of its inhabitants. Phoebe
arranges to visit her country home, but plans to return soon. Clifford, depressed by his isolation from humanity and his lost youth
spent in prison, stands at a large arched window above the stairs and has a sudden urge to jump. The departure of Phoebe, the
focus of his attention, leaves him bed-ridden. Judge Pyncheon arrives to find information about land in Maine, rumored to belong
to the family. He threatens Clifford with an insanity hearing unless he reveals details about the land or the location of the missing
deed. Clifford is unable to comply. Before Clifford can be brought before the Judge (which would destroy Clifford's fragile psyche),
the Judge mysteriously dies while sitting in Colonel Pyncheon's chair. Hepzibah and Clifford flee by train. The next day, Phoebe
returns and finds that Holgrave has discovered the Judge's body. The townsfolk begin to gossip about Hepzibah and Clifford's
sudden disappearance. Phoebe is relieved when Hepzibah and Clifford return, having recovered their wits. New evidence in the
crime that sent Clifford to prison proves his innocence. He was framed for the death of his uncle by Jaffrey, who was even then
looking for the missing deed. Holgrave is revealed as Maule's descendant, but he bears no ill will toward the remaining
Pyncheons. The missing deed is discovered behind the old Colonel's portrait, but the paper is worthless: the land is already settled
by others. The characters abandon the old house and start a new life in the countryside, free from the burdens of the past....
Nathaniel Hawthorne ( born Nathaniel Hathorne; July 4, 1804 - May 19, 1864) was an American novelist, dark romantic, and short
story writer.....
The House of the Seven Gables Annotated
This book offers a detailed and highly readable account of the Salem witchcraft affair of 1692. Its publication coincides with the
tercentenary observance of the events that form one of the grimmest chapters in colonial America history.
A collection of fourteen of the author's best-known tales of mystery and the macabre includes "The Pit and the Pendulum, "The
Tell-Tale Heart," and "The Fall of the House of Usher," in which a visitor to a gloomy mansion finds a childhood friend dying under
the spell of a family curse. Reissue.
Devoted, eccentric, and compelling, Gertrude and Leo Stein were constant companions, from childhood to adulthood, until, finally,
they spoke no more. Americans, expatriates, and virtually orphans, they lived together for almost forty years, collaborating in one
of the great artistic and literary adventures of the twentieth century. Sister Brother tells the story of that adventure and relationship.
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With a personality that drew people toward her?regardless of what they thought of her inventive, hermetic prose?Gertrude Stein
dazzled and perplexed. Enigmatic, intelligent, and self-absorbed, Leo also dazzled but in his own way. One of the crucial figures in
Gertrude?s early years, he was the original guiding spirit of the famed salon at 27 rue de Fleurus, which continued for almost two
decades. From her early days as a medical student to her first days in Paris, Gertrude was passionately driven toward the career
in which she distinguished herself, demanding appreciation as an exceptional writer who knew precisely what she intended. This
book shows how Gertrude slowly struggled with what became a unique voice?and why her brother spurned it. ø With its wealth of
new and rare material, its reconstruction of Leo?s famed art collection, and its array of characters?from Bernard Berenson to
Pablo Picasso?this biography offers the first glimpse into the smoldering sibling relationship that helped form two of the twentieth
century?s most unusual figures.
"A fresh and convincing view of the American imagination."--William Howarth, author of "The Book of Concord: Thoreau's Life as a
Writer" "Examines the metaphor of the house in the work of such diverse writers as Thoreau, Poe, Edith Wharton and Toni
Morrison, raising clearly and elegantly questions about the house and the social environment, the house and the psyche, the
house and the text, the house and gender. This is a bright, enlightening, and stimulating book."--Diana O. Hehir, author of "I Wish
This War Were Over"
New York Times Bestseller: The story of a down-on-his-luck desk clerk, a con man, and a fortune from the author of Rich
Man, Poor Man. Pilot Douglas Grimes’s best days are long behind him. Grounded due to a medical condition, Grimes
has resigned himself to working nights at a seedy hotel. But his fortune flips when he discovers a guest dead from a heart
attack and, next to him, a tube jammed with a fortune in cold hard cash. Grimes grabs the money and, with it, the chance
to remake his life. Then, in Europe, he meets Miles Fabian, an elegant and erudite con man with a flair for extravagance.
Fabian recruits Grimes for his latest ploy: robbing members of the idle rich. But when the fun ends and his bad behavior
catches up with him, things will get a lot more dangerous in this clever thriller from the multimillion-selling legend who
brought us The Young Lions and countless other bestsellers. Known for both his literary talent—with two O. Henry Awards
to his name—and for his ability to tell a propulsive, full-steam-ahead story, Shaw is perfect for those who enjoy the thrillers
of Marcus Sakey or Lawrence Sanders. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Irwin Shaw including rare images
and never-before-seen documents from the author’s estate.
The House of the Seven Gables is the name given to a house in Salem, MA, constructed in 1668, that now, arguably,
has seven gables. It would seem logical to assume that the book written by Nathaniel Hawthorne in 1851, titled with the
same name, would be about this house. However, the timeline of these namings is backwards, and the writer strictly
denied the relation, instead likening the house of the story to a “castle in the air”: a haunted, fantastical construction and
metaphorical container for the moments of crisis when history repeats itself. The setting for a ghost story. In other words,
it shouldn’t be read into as a real thing. Of course, this denial can’t be taken too literally. The property on Turner Street
was indeed once owned by a cousin of Hawthorne’s, and his time spent playing cards with her in the parlor is well
documented. As it stands, the house in Salem is a historic landmark, revered both as a figment of literary mythology, and
as one of the oldest and largest intact examples of colonial architecture in the former Massachusetts Bay Colony. As
such, it stands obliquely for over 350 years of American history and national identity, both in its physicality and in
Hawthorne’s portrayal. Through the practice of close reading, this thesis designs a set of ways of apprehending the
house as a living document, which like a text, can be read to hold a multiplicity of associated social and political
meanings in its constructive details, its structural syntax, its contents and their stylings, and its siting. The method is in
the repetitive act of representation in order to depict the house ‘for what it is’ by reenacting its intimations. Seven
chapters, each refocusing the lens through which the house is imaged, set out to make visible the intersecting narratives
latent in its architecture. My aim is not to resolve complexities, redundancies, or the stubbornness of the present
architectural articulation, rather to elucidate their sources and implications: the vestigial ghosts of an alternate set of
hauntings.
The sequel to Faulkner’s most sensational novel Sanctuary, was written twenty years later but takes up the story of
Temple Drake eight years after the events related in Sanctuary. Temple is now married to Gowan Stevens. The book
begins when the death sentence is pronounced on the nurse Nancy for the murder of Temple and Gowan’s child. In an
attempt to save her, Temple goes to see the judge to confess her own guilt. Told partly in prose, partly in play form,
Requiem for a Nun is a haunting exploration of the impact of the past on the present.
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